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Important Note: This information is not legal advice.

This information from SWOP is not legal advice. The reader should not act solely on the basis of the material in this book. It 
is presented for the purpose of providing information and is not a substitute for independent professional, legal or medical 
advice. ACON and SWOP do not accept any liability for any illness, loss or damage incurred by use of, or reliance upon, the 
information in this handbook.

Persons using this resource should carefully evaluate its accuracy, currency, completeness and relevance for their purposes, 
and should obtain any appropriate advice relevant to their particular circumstances. ACON and SWOP cannot guarantee and 
assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, currency or completeness of the information. Changes in legislation 
may occur quickly. We recommend that formal advice from a solicitor or legal advisor be sought before acting in any of the 
areas mentioned. If the reader should require further legal information they should contact a solicitor or legal advisor. 

The information in this book applies to people working in the sex industry in NSW only. Workers in other states should 
contact their local sex worker project for information and referral.
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1
Sex work 
in NSW 
1.1. Sex work is legal

Sex work, running a sex industry business and being a sex worker are all legal in NSW—but only if 
they are done according to NSW laws and regulations.

Anyone over 181 may provide sexual services to a person over the age of consent in exchange for 
money, goods or favours.

 See below for more information on the legal age for a client. 

‘Brothels’ or sex services premises are regulated by local councils, just like other businesses. Street 
sex work is lawful as long as it is not near or within view of a dwelling, school, church or hospital. 
A dwelling is any home or residence not attached to a shop or commercial premises.

1.2. The legal age for a sex worker is 18

No one may employ a person under 18 as a sex worker. The law says someone under 18 is a child. 
It is a serious crime to: 

 − force a child to participate in sex work 

 − benefit from child prostitution and/or 

 − allow premises to be used for child prostitution. 

The clients of under-age sex workers can also face serious criminal offences.2 If you operate sex 
services premises you must make sure that sex workers are over 18.

The under-age sex worker cannot be charged as they are not committing an offence by working, 
only the person who employs them is. But Police and the Department of Community Services 
(DoCS) can use child protection laws to protect children who they believe are at risk of harm.
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1.3. The legal age for a client

Clients must be over 16.3 But someone under 18 cannot enter a sex services premises or ‘brothel’.4 
SWOP recommends that, for their own protection, sex workers should be cautious and only accept 
clients who are 18 or older.

 See below for more information about what a ‘brothel’ is.

1.4. The definition of a brothel or sex services premises

In NSW, the law defines a brothel (sex services premises) very broadly. They are premises that:
 − are used for prostitution (sex work) or 

 − have been used for prostitution and are likely to be used for it again or

 − have been advertised or represented as being used for prostitution, and are likely to be used for 
prostitution.5

If sexual services are advertised or available in a premises it is legally defined as a brothel—no 
matter what the business is set up for, and even if the premises is only used by one sex worker.

 See Chapter 4 for more information about the legal definition of brothels and sex services premises. 

1.5. What the laws and regulations focus on

The definition of brothels and sex services premises is important. In NSW the law focuses on the 
premises, or where sex work takes place. It is important that sex workers understand these laws. In 
Chapter 4 we look at these laws in more detail.

In Chapter 8, we discuss other laws and regulations that affect certain types of sex work, such as:

 − escort

 − B&D

 − massage and 

 − private work.

And in Chapter 9 we discuss laws that regulate street work. 

In Chapter 10 we discuss sex workers’ rights and responsibilities if they work while having a 
sexually transmissible infection (STI) or HIV.
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2 
What a sexual 
service is
2.1. The definition of a sexual service or ‘doing sex work’

In NSW, the law says that prostitution or sex work is sexual intercourse with another person, 
or masturbation of another person, using any part of the body or an object—for payment.6 
Masturbation includes hand jobs and body slides.

Many of the legal definitions of a sexual service are not clear and are open to the interpretation of 
local council staff, the courts and police.

2.2. Sexual intercourse

Sexual intercourse is defined as putting any part of the body or an object into another person’s 
vagina or anus—except where it is done as part of a proper medical procedure.  An object could 
include toys such as dildos or vibrators.

Oral sex—the stimulation of the penis or vagina using the mouth—is also considered sexual 
intercourse.

2.3. Hand jobs, body slides and nude massages 

Hand jobs and body slides are sexual services.

Nude massage and other services may be defined as a sexual service by the police, council workers 
or courts.
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2.4. Types of services offered by sex workers

Services offered by sex workers are negotiated and consensual—or agreed by both the sex worker 
and the client. Clients request all sorts of services from sex workers, such as:

 − a chat or counselling session involving no sex 

 − a full body massage with hand relief

 − allowing the client to ‘cum’ on a selected part of the body such as the breasts 

 − oral sex 

 − penetrative vaginal or anal sex 

 − piercing of body parts 

 − discipline 

 − fantasy shows 

 − cross dressing. 

Remember: if sexual services are available in a workplace, the premises may legally be 
defined as a brothel.
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3 
Sex work 
is work 
3.1. Sex industry workers have employment rights

Sex work is just like any other occupation or industry. If you work in the sex industry, your 
working conditions and rights as an employee or as a contractor are set out in an agreement.  The 
agreement may be written or oral (spoken). 

‘Sex industry workers’ include sex workers or support staff such as front-of-house staff or 
receptionists, managers, security staff, cleaners or anyone else working for a sex industry business. 
Workers are likely to be employees or contractors, and they have legal entitlements they can 
enforce against their employers or the business.

Sex industry workers are protected by all the laws concerning:

 − wages

 − annual holidays

 − long service leave

 − unfair dismissal and 

 − workers compensation. 

You can take legal action to enforce your rights under these laws.

Unfortunately, there is no award for sex workers in NSW—at July 2010—so most sex workers are 
employed under individual contract agreements. But support staff may be covered by industrial 
awards and legislation, depending on the employment relationship and their occupation.
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3.2. The difference between employees and contractors

Workers are either employees or contractors. The basic difference is that an employee is employed 
by another person, while a contractor works for themselves. A contractor may provide specific 
services to someone operating sex services premises. 

Whether you are an employee or contractor affects your rights and responsibilities under some 
laws. There are several factors that may show whether you are an employee or a contractor, but no 
single factor is decisive. In a dispute the Courts may have to decide.

These are some of the factors: 

Employee contractor

Instructions An employer can tell an 
employee what to do, and 
when and how to do it.

A contractor is engaged to do a 
particular task, and uses their own 
skill and judgement to do it.

Doing the 
work

Employee does the work 
themselves.

Contractor can employ others, delegate or 
sub-let the task to someone else.

Payment Employee is paid on 
a time basis.

Contractor is paid on the basis of 
a quotation for the job.

Equipment The employer supplies any 
tools and equipment needed.

Contractor supplies their own tools 
and equipment.

One employer

or several 
Employee works for only 
one employer.

Contractor has an independent business 
and may work for several employers. 

Tax The employer collects PAYG 
(‘Pay As You Go’) tax for 
the employee and issues an 
annual payment summary.

Contractor pays their own tax.

leave
payments

Employee can claim annual 
and long service leave.

Contractor not entitled to 
leave payments.
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3.3. an employer’s responsibilities to their workers under industrial laws

An employer must:

 − ensure the health, safety and welfare of their employees at work

 − provide a safe environment for all people at work 

 − obtain workers compensation insurance 

 − pay wages, sick leave, annual leave, long service leave and parental leave in full without 
deductions or ‘fines’

 − provide employees with pay slips stating:

 − the name of the employee

 − their classification (job title) under an award or contract agreement

 − the amount paid in wages and the amount deducted for tax and superannuation

 − provide employees with PAYG payment summaries

 − pay superannuation for employees into a recognised fund and give employees membership 
forms and details about the superannuation fund

 − give warnings and a chance to make improvements in their work rather than dismiss them unfairly.

An employer must not:

 − dismiss an employee unfairly or 

 − dismiss an employee because of a work-related injury. 

3.4. contractors also have industrial rights

If you are a contractor, you negotiate your employment conditions with the person—usually the 
business owner—who engages your services. 

You are only entitled to conditions that are in your oral or written agreement. So it is important 
to reach a clear agreement about your rights and responsibilities before you start work. This will 
decrease the chance of disagreements later. 

NOTE: Even though you are a contractor, you may be treated as an employee under 
occupational health and safety, workers compensation, superannuation or tax laws.

3.5. What an employment agreement covers

Unless an award applies, a sex work employment agreement sets out an employee’s or a 
contractor’s minimum conditions of employment. For support staff, the minimum conditions of 
employment are set out in their relevant awards.

When negotiating an employment agreement and before work starts, both parties need to agree on:

 − whether the worker will be an employee or a contractor 

 − whether the worker will be a permanent or casual worker
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 − the worker’s payments, such as wages, penalties, bonds, sick leave—how much is paid and 
when they are paid 

 − conditions, including shifts, rosters, room fees, laundering

 − health and safety practices, such as condoms, lube, hygiene, security, paid time for health checks, 
workers compensation

 − tax and superannuation issues, such as how tax will be collected and what superannuation fund 
the worker will use

 − dispute resolution—how disagreements between the parties, and how complaints from clients, 
other workers, and management, will be dealt with

 − confidentiality issues.

For more information:
 For help with an agreement, contact the Office of Industrial Relations:

www.industrialrelations.nsw.gov.au

3.6. The difference between casual and permanent part-time employment

There is a difference between being a permanent part-time employee and being a casual employee. 

casual employee Permanent part-time employee

Works irregular hours Works regular hours, such as to a roster

Both permanent part-time and casual employees that are regularly employed by a particular 
employer for at least 6 months are covered by unfair dismissal laws.

3.7. Working bonds and fines

Employers and workers in the sex industry can find themselves in conflict over working bonds and 
fines. To avoid unnecessary conflict employers and workers should be aware of their rights and 
responsibilities under the law.

3.7.1. Bonds

Working bonds are legal. But they can lead to problems for employers that do not return them to 
workers. 

Working bonds are like personal loans given by the worker to an employer to be returned when 
they finish working. Employers can request that a worker provide the bond as a requirement to 
start work. But unless part of an employment contract, bonds are not compulsory. The loan lasts 
until the worker finishes at the workplace and they want the bond returned. If the employer does 
not return the bond, they can face legal action by the worker to recover the bond.

Courts can make orders that the bond be returned. Failure to respond to a court order can lead to action 
by the sheriff to enter the workplace and seize the assets of the owner, equal in value to the bond.
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Sex workers can make an appointment with the Chamber Magistrate at any local court to discuss 
recovering the bond through action in the local court. Employers can obtain legal advice from a 
Chamber Magistrate or a solicitor.

3.7.2. Fines

Fines are penalties in the form of withheld wages levied against workers by owners.

Fines are not legal. Employers withholding part of a workers wage as a fine can face legal action 
by the worker to recover the fines.

NSW Industrial Relations laws give workers the right to take court action to recover lost wages. 
The NSW Department of Industrial Relations can provide information to owners and workers.

3.8. When sacking a worker is discrimination

Sacking a sex worker for being pregnant is discrimination and is not allowed under 
federal legislation.8

It is also discrimination to sack a sex worker because of their:

Sacking for these things may be unlawful in certain circumstances.9

uNFaIR DISMISSal: If you feel you have been dismissed without good reason you should 
contact a lawyer or community legal centre as soon as possible. unfair dismissal claims 
must be lodged with Fair Work australia within 14 days. Discrimination claims can be 
made within 12 months.

SWOP can provide referrals to community legal centres. Phone (02) 9319 4866 and speak with 
our Information Desk.

3.9. Suffering an injury at sex services premises 

 − If an employee contracts an illness or disease or suffers injuries as a result of their sex work, 
they should tell their employer. The employer may have to compensate the employee. 

 − If a contractor contracts an illness or disease or suffers injuries as a result of their sex work, 
they may be able to seek compensation from the owner of the business or from the client. 

 − If a client contracts an illness or disease or suffers injuries as a result of their use of a sex 
service, they may be able to seek compensation from the owner of the business.

 − age

 − race

 − gender

 − sexuality

 − marital status

 − HIV positive status, or 

 − disability.
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4 
Brothels or 
sex services 
premises
4.1. The definition of a brothel or sex services premises

In NSW, the law defines a brothel (sex services premises) very broadly. They are premises that:

 − are used for prostitution (sex work) or 

 − have been used for prostitution and are likely to be used for it again or

 − have been advertised or represented as being used for prostitution, and are likely to be used for 
prostitution.10

If sexual services are advertised or available in any premises, they are legally defined as a brothel, no 
matter what the business is set up for—and even if the premises are only used by one sex worker.

So a brothel may include:

 − a full service parlour

 − one-worker premises, such as where one person may be working from home 

 − massage parlours offering services such as hand relief, oral sex and body slides

 − a ‘gentlemans’ club’

 − a sauna.

 See Chapter 2 for more information about what could be considered sexual services under the law. 
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4.2. What it means to be advertised or represented as being used

for prostitution (sex work)

The definition of a brothel was changed in 2007 to make it easier for councils to prove premises 
are operating as brothels. Now, premises that have been specifically advertised or represented 
as being used for prostitution, and that have been, or are likely to be, used for prostitution, are 
considered as a brothel.11 

Advertisements include: 

 − ‘adult services’ advertisements 

 − internet websites and other electronic advertisement 

 − promotional cards or flyers. 

Councils can use advertisements to declare premises a ‘brothel’—even where there is only one 
sex worker. 

Councils can close down a business if it is operating without permission. 

 See Chapter 5 for more information on council powers and how to get permission to operate as 
a brothel or sex services premises.

NOTE: It does not matter what you personally think your work or workplace is, if sexual 
services are provided it is legally defined as a brothel.
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5 
A guide to 
local councils
5.1. local councils and sex services premises 

Local councils are responsible for regulating sex services premises in their area. Sex services 
premises must comply with the local council’s planning policies and may need to apply to council for 
permission (consent) to operate the business. They apply by lodging a development application (DA). 

Councils focus on: 

 − the type of premises

 − the operation of the premises

 − the impact on the local amenity, on the building, on its location and on the health and safety of staff.

5.2. Who works in the council

Councils consist of:

 − elected councillors, such as the mayor, who make final decisions about ‘brothel planning 
policies’ and DAs, and 

 − council staff such as:

 − town planners, who write planning policies and assess DAs 

 − health inspectors

 − fire safety inspectors

 − rangers or compliance officers who investigate complaints, land uses, or monitor compliance 
with conditions such as hours of operation.
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5.3. Brothel planning policies

Planning regulations for the local sex industry may be found within Local Environment Plans (LEP) 
or Development Control Plans (DCP). Some councils have specific planning policies for sex services 
premises, and others use the same policies for all commercial business.

Council planning policies usually identify the:

 − types of sex industry business covered by the policy

 − zones where they can be established—such as commercial or industrial zones

 − zones where they cannot be established—such as residential zones

 − building, design, and health and safety regulations

 − how to get council permission to operate, if necessary.

5.4. consent status of brothels

The consent status of sex services premises can be classified by councils as: 

 − approved (‘legal’)—operating with consent as sex services premises

 − unauthorised—operating without consent, but may be permissible in that location

 − being assessed—awaiting outcome of a DA

 − prohibited—operating without consent and not permissible in the zone or location 

 − permissible without an application—land use complies with council policy so a DA is not required.

5.5. How to find out if your workplace is affected by the

local council’s planning policies

To find out if your premises is affected by the local council’s planning policies you can: 

 − read the relevant planning policies—Local Environment Plans and Development Control Plans are 
available on council websites or, at a small cost, from the planning department of the local council

 − ask council planning officers about the existing consent for premises or the policies that apply 
over the phone, by mail, email or by appointment—do this with care as the staff may be 
required to act on information you share with them about unauthorised or illegal premises

 − get advice from professional town planners about whether your business is lawful, or can 
become lawful, in a particular building or location in that local council area. 

NOTE: The council can use any information you give them as evidence against 
the business. 
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5.6. Where sex services premises can generally operate

Most council brothel planning policies do not recognise the different types of sex services premises and 
consider brothels, a private sex worker’s premises and massage parlours as the same type of business. 

Not every local council is ‘brothel friendly’. Their planning policies may limit where brothels can be 
located and how they can operate more than for similar types of businesses. Councils often say sex 
services premises can only operate in industrial zones and sometimes in commercial zones. In most 
councils they are not allowed to operate in residential zones. So private workers working from 
their own premises may be considered unauthorised or prohibited ‘brothels’.

SuggESTION: Before you apply to council for a Da to set up new sex services premises 
or for approval for existing premises, get advice from a qualified and experienced 
planner or lawyer.

5.7. How to get council approval for sex services premises

There are several steps to getting development consent or approval. The development assessment 
process includes:

 − lodgement of the DA

 − public notification of the DA

 − review of submissions received in exhibition period

 − development assessment to planning controls

 − planners assessment and determination

 − council may review and amend determination.

5.7.1. Development application (Da)

Most local councils require a DA to be lodged to gain development consent to operate as a sex 
services premises. For a DA you need:

 − a development application form

 − a description of the type of business 

 − details of the business size, opening hours, parking arrangements, signs

 − the name of the company or person applying for permission

 − the property owner’s consent shown by their signature on the DA

 − floor plans to scale 

 − a description of the impact of the business on the local area.
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5.7.2. council advertises the application

After you lodge the DA, the council advertises it in the local press and calls for public comment.12 
Council’s assessment should address the relevant planning issues raised in the application and 
submissions from the public. Moral concerns about brothels are not relevant to the planning 
assessment. But they have been known to influence the final decision of the councillors. 

NO cONFIDENTIalITY: Your application to council is not confidential—it is advertised so 
the public can respond to it. But the application does not have to be lodged by you and 
can be lodged on your behalf by another party.

5.7.3. Development assessment

The majority of DAs are determined by council planning staff. In some councils all sex services 
premises DAs—or DAs that attract a significant number of complaints—may be determined by the 
councillors at a council meeting.

Determinations of DA can include:

 − approval—grant development consent

 − deferral—request further consultation/information

 − refusal—development consent not granted.

5.7.4. Development consent attaches to a building or land,

not to a person

Council approval is given to the building or land, not to the operator of the premises. Some 
operators have done the work and spent money to get council development consent, only to find 
that the building owner won’t renew their lease or plans to sell the building or land for use as an 
authorised brothel. Business operators cannot relocate the consent to set up a business in other 
premises—the approval stays with the building. 

5.7.5. Development consent is usually permanent

Development consent is usually permanent—unless the consent contains a time period after 
which the consent will expire. Development consent can also:

 − expire if not correctly activated

 − be superseded if another consent is granted by council, or 

 − be surrendered to council. 

Where there is evidence of adverse impacts relating to the operation of a sex services premises, 
Council can seek a court order to restrict the operator from using the consent. But these powers are 
rarely used. If this did occur, another operator may continue the use of the premises as a brothel.
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5.7.6. an existing business is shut down if approval is not given

Premises operating without consent can face legal closure action by Council. You can request 
council review the decision and/or appeal in the Land and Environment Court against a decision to 
shut down your business.13

 See Chapter 7 for more information on closing down sex services premises.

5.8. approval from council to operate sex services premises

Some premises may need council approval to operate as sex services premises. Others—such as 
escort agencies or home occupation/private sex worker premises permissible without a DA—may not.

5.8.1. Home occupation private worker ‘brothels’

In a few council areas, you do not need approval for home occupation private worker ‘brothels’. 
They may be ‘exempt and complying development’ under the council’s planning policies.  This is 
different in each council area, so home occupation or private sex workers will need to check their 
local councils ‘brothel planning policy’ (  See 5.3 above).

5.8.2. commercial scale sex services premises

Commercial scale sex services premises need development consent from the council—unless the 
premises are in a zone where brothels are permitted without development consent. Premises that need, 
but do not have, development consent from the local council may face legal action to close down. 

5.8.3. Operating without council approval

If a sex industry business requires but does not have approval from the local council then the 
council can request that the business:

 − cease the unauthorised use within 5-28 working days or 

 − lodge a DA for the sex services business and stop operating the sex services business until the 
DA is approved.

If the premises is not closed, the operator and building owner could face criminal charges. As the 
operator of a business you need to balance the potential cost of fines, court costs or orders to 
close against the cost, benefit, and/or risk of seeking and gaining approval.

If you are a sex worker who works at but does not own a sex services premises closed by council, 
you are not liable for any fines or charges. 
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5.8.4. Operating outside the terms of an approval

If a business already has council approval but is operating outside the terms of the approval—for 
example, by operating for longer than the approved hours—council can ask the owner to fix the 
problem or face further action. 

If a business already has council approval for one use—such as a massage-only service—but is 
operating as another use without consent—such as a sex services premises—then council can 
take legal action to cease the unauthorised use. 

Council action can include inspections, verbal and written requests to change business practices, 
fines, orders to close, legal action and in extreme cases withdrawal of the approval.  If a business 
owner disagrees with council’s actions they can request an internal review and/or take the matter 
to the Land and Environment Court.  

5.9. case Study: Four brothels 

Four brothels in the same area received a letter from council stating they ‘were a brothel operating 
without council approval’ and should ‘cease operating or lodge a DA with council to gain 
approval’. As businesses providing commercial sexual services they were now classified under 
council planning policies as ‘brothels’ and therefore required council approval to operate.

1. The operator of an existing unauthorised brothel decided to lodge a development application to 
operate as a ‘brothel’ after:

 − reviewing council’s policy

 − reading SWOP’s resources 

 − consulting council planners and 

 − consulting a town planner.

Despite some opposition from local groups, the application was approved because it complied 
with the council policy. The approval placed restrictions on the opening hours and number of 
work rooms and required the operator to make design changes and enhance staff facilities, safety, 
health information and equipment, lighting, fire exits, and sharps waste management systems. The 
value of the property and the commercial lease was increased as an ‘authorised brothel’. 

2. The operator of an existing unauthorised brothel lodged a development application to gain 
consent as a brothel. Despite complying with council’s policy, the application was rejected due to 
opposition from local groups. The operator had the choice of:

 − appealing to the Land and Environment Court

 − terminating the lease at a loss, or 

 − continuing to operate without approval—even though council now knew of the business 
operator’s intentions. 

After choosing the third option, the premises closed following legal action by council.
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3. The operator of an existing unauthorised brothel in a residential building continued to operate 
without consent. The premises closed following complaints from the strata management to the 
owner of the premises and threat of possible legal action from council. 

4. The operator of an existing unauthorised brothel lodged a development application to gain 
consent—but as a massage parlour. The application was approved as it complied with the council 
policy. The approval placed restrictions on the use of the premises as a brothel, meaning sexual 
services could no longer be offered. Continuing to provide sexual services would put the business 
at risk of legal action by council.

SuggESTION: Seek the advice of a property lawyer before signing a lease.

5.10 SWOP help

SWOP has printed resources and referrals that may be of help, including:

 − ’Visits by Council Officers’, part of SWOP’s DA kit and

 − ‘Health and Safety Guidelines for Brothels in NSW’

 − information on our website: swop.org.au
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6 
Council 
compliance and 
investigation
6.1. What council staff investigate

Either as part of a routine visit, or to investigate complaints, council workers may visit a sex 
services premises. They will probably focus on these questions:

 − Is there a business being run from the premises?

 − What is the nature of the business—for example, are sexual services provided?

 − Does this business need approval to operate?

 − Does the business have approval? Or if it already has approval, is it operating within that approval?

6.2. Your rights with council staff

Stay calm when council staff come to your workplace. Remember owning or working in a brothel 
and being a sex worker are not illegal. When council staff come to your workplace they:

 − must have given the owner or occupier written notice—subject to the exceptions listed below 
under ‘6.3 Notice of council’s intention to visit’

 − should carry some identification, including photo ID and a business card

 − should arrive at a reasonable hour in the daytime or when the business is in progress14

 − should tell you why they are there and what they want to know

 − should enable the business operator to attend if possible 
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 − can ask you questions, take photos of the building or facilities, make measurements or take 
other action to collect information15 

 − cannot arrest you nor force you to answer questions that you do not want to answer.

6.3. Notice of council’s intention to visit

Council staff must give the owner or occupier written notice of their intentions to inspect the 
premises, detailing the day for the visit and giving at least a day’s notice before the visit.16 

But council staff can enter without giving written notice if: 

 − you give them permission to enter

 − they believe there is a serious health or safety risk on the premises

 − entry is required urgently and the council’s general manager has authorised entry without notice 
in writing.17

NOTE: If council staff have a search warrant they do not have to give the owner or 
operator advanced written notice that they intend to visit.

6.4. council use of search warrants

Council staff may get permission to enter and search premises for evidence that a DA and other 
council laws and standards are being disobeyed.18 This permission is called a ‘search warrant’. 
They can only apply for a search warrant if they have good reason to believe rules are being 
disobeyed.19 Council staff must issue notice of the warrant—called an ‘occupiers notice’—when 
they enter, but they can delay doing so if they have a good reason.20

An occupier’s notice must include:

 − the name of the person who applied for the warrant

 − the date and time when the warrant was issued

 − the address or other description of the premises

 − a summary of the powers that are given by the warrant.21

Police may accompany council workers with search warrants and can help them to do their job.22
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6.5. Permission for council staff to enter your workplace

Council staff must produce written permission from the council to enter the workplace if the 
owner or occupier asks them to.23 The permission must include the:

 − name of the council worker to whom it is issued

 − type of power that is given to the council worker

 − date (if any) on which it expires

 − kind of premises covered by the power 

 − signature of the council’s general manager.

6.6. Workplaces that are also private residences

Council staff cannot enter any part of premises used only for residential purposes—unless you 
give them permission or they have a search warrant.24 This applies whether you own or rent the 
premises.  But council staff can enter your private residence to inspect work being carried out 
under a DA, such as an extension to a house.25

6.7. council can use private investigators

Council can use private investigators to help them collect evidence. Private investigators do not 
have to identify themselves to sex industry workers or owners, even if asked directly.

6.8. complaints against council staff

If you are unhappy with how council staff behave you can complain to the general manager of the 
council. If this is not effective, contact these organisations for more information:

 − SWOP 

 − the NSW Ombudsman or 

 − the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC).
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7 
Closing down 
sex services 
premises 
7.1. closing down sex services premises or ‘brothels’

Local councils can close down sex services premises if they negatively affect the local area or 
breach council planning policies. Councils can apply to the courts to close down premises if a 
complaint has been made against the business—for example, about disturbances.

7.2. What a brothel closure order is

A ‘brothel closure order’ is an order made by the Land and Environment Court that:

 − premises not be used as sex services premises

 − the owner or occupier not use the premises for ‘related sex uses’ or 

 − for a maximum of six months after the order is made, any DA concerning the use of the premises 
as a sex industry business or for ‘related sex uses’ may be suspended or altered (regardless of 
whether the owner/occupier has changed).26

‘Related sex uses’ means: 

 − sexual acts or services for payment

 − massage services for payment—other than ‘genuine’ remedial/therapeutic massages

 − adult entertainment—involving nudity, indecent acts or sexual activity—for payment or for 
other goods or services.27
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If authorised by the Minister for Planning, council authorities and other authorities can also issue a 
brothel closure order.28 These laws were put in place to ensure that once a sex industry business is 
closed, the same business cannot crop up in a slightly different form.

7.3. Sex services premises that can be given a brothel closure order

The Land and Environment Court can grant a brothel closure order on any premises used as a sex 
industry business with more than one sex worker. So, if the premises has only one sex worker—such 
as home occupation or private sex worker premises—they cannot be given a brothel closure order. 

But premises with one sex worker can still be closed by council orders if they are unauthorised, 
or if they cause complaints or negatively affect the neighbourhood. Council orders are a slower 
process than a brothel closure order.

7.4. Proof that premises are being used to provide sex services

To prove in court that any premises are being used to provide sex services, a council does not need 
direct evidence.  It can rely on purely ‘circumstantial evidence’—such as advertisements for sexual 
services, the way the furniture is arranged, or observation of the gender balance of people that 
come and go from the premises. 29 

But the existence of condoms and other safe sex equipment does not necessarily prove that 
premises are used for sex work—there needs to be other evidence as well.30

7.5. When the council can apply for a brothel closure order

The council can apply to the Land and Environment Court for a brothel closure order if it has 
received one or more complaints about the business.31 The complaint must have been made by:

 − residents who live in the area

 − people who work in the area or 

 − people who themselves or whose children regularly use facilities in the area.32

7.6. What the court considers before making a brothel closure order

Before ordering sex services premises be closed, the Land and Environment Court considers whether:

 − the premises are near a church, hospital, school or any place regularly attended by children

 − the business causes a disturbance in the neighbourhood relative to what other businesses are 
doing and the hours they operate

 − there is enough off-street parking (if appropriate)

 − there is suitable access to the business

 − the business causes a disturbance in the neighbourhood because of its size and the number of 
people working in it
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 − the premises interfere with the appeal of the neighbourhood

 − there are any other matters it should consider.33

7.7. What the court considers before suspending or

altering development consent

Before suspending or altering development consent concerning sex services premises or ‘related 
sex uses’, the Land and Environment Court considers:

 − the likelihood that the premises will continue to be used as sex services premises or for 
related sex uses

 − the effect of the sex uses on the appeal of the neighbourhood

 − the permitted use for the land

 − any other matter that it considers relevant.34

7.8. court procedure and your rights

A court can make a brothel closure order without observing ’natural justice’. So, for example, 
no one needs to notify you that a closure order has been proposed and you won’t be given an 
opportunity to defend yourself before an order is issued.35 You can only object to the order by 
appealing to the Land and Environment Court after the closure order has been given. You need to 
appeal within 28 working days after the order has been formally given to you (served).36

When the Court makes a brothel closure order, it must inform you of the reasons for the order and 
give you information about your appeal rights.37

The Court does not often adjourn proceedings regarding a brothel closure order just because you 
intend to lodge (or have already lodged) a DA. An adjournment will only be granted in exceptional 
circumstances 38 and will only be made once. If there is an adjournment, you need to lodge a DA 
within 10 days.

7.9. Enforcement of brothel closure orders

A closure order may be given to anyone controlling or managing the business.39 Not obeying the 
order is an offence and not obeying an order a second time may mean a tougher sentence.40

Not obeying a brothel closure order may trigger a utilities order. This means that water, gas or 
electricity to the premises may be cut. A utilities order can only last three months and cannot be 
made on residential premises.41

If you are charged with not obeying a brothel closure order, your defence can include that you 
have taken all reasonable steps to prevent the use of the premises for sex work, or, if you are 
the owner, that you have taken all reasonable steps to evict the people responsible for using the 
premises for sex work.42
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7.10. Police cannot close down a brothel or sex services

premises themselves

The NSW Police do not have the power to close a sex industry business. But they can notify the 
local council who may act to close the business if it is not authorised for sex services. 

REMEMBER: The police may enforce other laws such as underage sex workers or clients, 
alcohol licensing, illicit drug dealing, or other criminal laws.

7.11. Workers and contractors cannot be charged if a brothel

or sex services premises does not comply with council regulations

Local councils focus on compliance with planning laws and will take action against the ‘users’ of 
the land for not complying with council regulations—that is the tenant, owner, or operator—and 
not the workers or contractors who work there.

7.12. SWOP help

SWOP can help in matters involving councils by:

 − providing confidential and detailed information about council policies and procedures

 − providing resources to help workers and owners work out their rights.
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8 
Other laws you 
should know
8.1. advertising sexual services

It is an offence in NSW for anyone to advertise sexual services, a sex worker or a sex industry 
business—but these laws are rarely enforced. The law prohibits the publication of advertisements 
or putting up of signs advertising sexual services.43 

Some newspapers do not accept sex industry advertisements, while others only accept discreet 
advertisements for adult services. Some may require a development consent number to be 
included in advertisements. Newspapers have made their own rules about what can be said in 
adult services advertisements.

8.2. advertising employment opportunities for sex worker staff

It is an offence for you to advertise that you are seeking to employ a prostitute (sex worker). 
But the daily and suburban papers carry advertisements for adult work opportunities and the 
prohibition is rarely enforced.44

8.3. a ‘brothel’ is a place advertised or represented as being used

for the purposes of prostitution

Premises advertised or represented as being used for prostitution (sex work) and likely to be used 
for that purpose, are considered a ‘brothel’ under the law.45 Advertisements can include ‘adult 
services’ advertisements in newspapers and magazines, on internet websites or via promotional 
cards or flyers. These can be easily used by councils to declare premises a ‘brothel’. A brothel may 
be shut it down if its usage is unauthorised.
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8.4. Responsibility for the health and safety of clients in a workplace

Everyone is responsible for the health and safety of clients in a workplace! The owners/employers 
have a responsibility to ensure the safety and health of staff, clients and visitors to a sex services 
premises. They must:

 − have a current workers compensation insurance policy

 − provide for the safe use, handling, storage and cleaning of equipment such as sex toys

 − provide adequate information, training and supervision for all staff, especially trainees

 − provide and maintain safe systems of work such as security systems, and personal protective 
equipment such as condoms and lubricant.

Workers are also responsible for the health and safety of other staff, clients and anyone in the 
workplace. They must cooperate with workplace health and safety policies and practices.

8.5. When a client is injured in the workplace

A client who contracts an illness or disease or is injured as a result of their use of sex services may 
seek compensation from the owner. The owner may be able to make a claim under a public liability 
insurance policy.

8.6. If a client wants to use drugs

If a client wants to inject or shaft drugs, get them to do it themselves if possible—rather than you 
injecting/shafting them. Clients may have a lower tolerance level and could overdose, so try to 
reduce risk of overdose by using less than they request. If the client is already affected by alcohol 
or drugs the risk of overdose is greater.

Sex industry workers should also be aware that scoring on behalf of a client is technically ‘supply’, 
which is a much more serious offence than possession for personal use.

8.7. If a worker or a client overdoses

If a worker or a client overdoses call an ambulance immediately! All people working in a 
workplace have a responsibility to prevent or reduce accidents or injuries. Occupational health and 
safety laws require everyone in a workplace to take whatever action they can to ensure the safety 
of others. The ambulance does not have to involve either the police or local council. 

8.8. Providing injecting equipment and bins

Where injecting equipment is used in sex services premises, the operators should provide safe 
storage and disposal. The local Needle and Syringe Program (NSP) or WorkCover office can advise 
on supply and disposal issues. Some local councils also have a sharps management plan, which 
should be consulted.
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8.9. Soliciting—what it is and when it is legal

Soliciting involves actively approaching or offering a sexual service to someone for payment. 
In massage parlours, simply offering your services as a sex worker may be soliciting. Street 
soliciting is only illegal if it is more ‘active’ (  see Chapter 9 for more information on street-based 
sex work). 

It is an offence to solicit in, near or within view of a:

 − church

 − school or

 − hospital.

It is an offence to solicit near or within view of a: 

 − dwelling—any home or residence not attached to a shop or commercial premises.

It is also an offense to solicit in a:

 − business claiming to be a non-sexual massage service.46 

You cannot solicit someone in a manner that harasses or distresses them. Soliciting is a very 
uncertain legal area—it is open to interpretation and if the case is taken to court it is up to the 
magistrate to decide whether soliciting took place.

The new liquor licensing laws no longer make it an offence for a sex worker to solicit in licensed 
premises. BUT, under liquor licensing laws it may be an offence for licensees to allow soliciting on 
their premises because this could be defined as ‘indecent conduct’. 

The licensee of a hotel, bar or nightclub can decide that certain behaviours—such as ‘indecent 
acts’—are unacceptable by their personal standards. They can then ask any patron, including a sex 
worker or client soliciting for sexual services, to leave the licensed premises.

8.10. Working from a hotel or motel room.

If you rent a hotel or motel room for sex work, you may be using premises that are not authorised 
by council to be used for sex work. Council may take action to stop you operating your business 
from the hotel or motel room. The council may also pressure the hotel to stop renting you the 
room if you use it for sex work.

8.11. Sex workers and their children

The police, Department of Community Services (DoCS) and other authorised people can take 
action to protect children who they think may be ‘at risk’ of harm. Any child (person under 18) in 
a brothel could be considered ‘at risk’ of harm because brothels are classed as restricted premises. 
Action may be taken by DoCS to protect the child, even in a home—because the definition of a 
brothel includes a private worker’s home. 
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These are some of the circumstances in which a child is considered ‘at risk of harm’47:

 − The child’s basic physical or psychological needs aren’t being met or are at risk of not being met

 − The child’s parents or caregivers haven’t arranged—whether unable or unwilling—for any 
medical care the child needs

 − The child or young person has been, or is at risk of being, physically or sexually abused or ill-treated

 − The child is living in a household where there have been incidents of domestic violence and, as a 
consequence, the child or young person is at risk of serious physical or psychological harm

 − A parent’s or caregiver’s behaviour towards the child has caused, or is at risk of causing, serious 
psychological harm

 − A soon-to-be born child is reported to be at risk, and the birth mother—with the help of support 
services—hasn’t removed or reduced the risks to the child.

SEEK aDvIcE: If DocS are taking action to remove a child in your care, you should 
contact a lawyer or a community legal centre for advice and information. SWOP can 
provide referrals to community legal centres.

8.12. Specific information for massage workers

8.12.1. When is a massage business defined as a ‘brothel’?

Any premises that provides a sexual service is legally considered to be a brothel. The law is clear 
that—even if it advertises and/or pretends to be a massage service, sauna bath, steam bath, photo 
studio, facility for physical exercise, or health studio—if the business provides a sexual service, it is 
legally considered a brothel.48

8.12.2. When is a massage worker providing a sexual service?

If a massage worker provides body slides, hand relief, oral sex or sexual intercourse the courts say 
they are providing a sexual service. Nude massage and other services can also be defined as a 
sexual service by the police, council workers and courts. 

8.12.3. What control do councils have over massage businesses?

Massage services have to comply with local council regulations. Operators may need to lodge a DA 
with local council to seek permission to run the business.  
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Councils make a distinction between therapeutic massage and sexual services. Massage services 
with development consent usually find that the conditions state prostitution or sexual services are 
not to be provided. 

Councils can take action to close down massage businesses that do not have council approval or 
are acting outside approval—such as providing sexual services in breach of DA conditions.

 See Chapters 4–7for more information on the role of local councils. 

8.12.4. What powers do police have over massage services under

the Summary Offences act?

Under the Summary Offences Act (1988), police can charge anyone who advertises a massage 
business that is also offering a sexual service.49  Sex workers, managers, the person named in the 
lease as tenant and business operators could be charged—although the police rarely use these 
laws. They prefer to involve the local council, which takes action itself.

Police cannot shut down a massage business—councils have to do that.

8.12.5. can a massage business legally advertise sexual services?

No, a massage business cannot legally advertise sexual services anywhere—in the paper, over the 
phone, internet or in the workplace—because:

 − it is an offence for a business claiming to be a massage business or some other ‘cover’ to 
provide sexual services50 

 − it is an offence for anyone to advertise sexual services.51 

Police can charge everyone involved, including the owner, manager, support staff and sex workers. 
But these laws are rarely enforced.

It is now more common for the police to involve the local council, which could require the business 
to put in a DA for a brothel, order that the sexual services cease or order that the business be closed.

8.12.6. How would massage parlours get caught?

The usual way that workers, contractors, receptionists, owners or businesses get caught breaking 
the law is by police, council staff or private investigators employed by council coming to the sex 
services premises to gather evidence. Investigators can come to the premises and pretend to be 
a client. Their aim is to establish whether they can arrange to get a sexual service—such as hand 
relief, oral sex, body slides or full service. 

Conversation with the receptionist can be used as evidence, particularly if ‘happy endings’ or other 
sexual services are discussed. In addition, circumstantial evidence such as the gender of patrons, 
layout of rooms and equipment can be used, as well as evidence the business is advertising in the 
adult services classifieds.
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8.12.7. can the owner or manager claim they do not know what

the worker or contractor is doing in the room?

Yes, owners or managers can claim they do not know what the worker or contractor is doing in 
the room. But they can still be charged with an offence if they have not taken sufficient action to 
prevent a sexual service from being offered.52

8.12.8. Would a massage certificate ‘protect’ the workers, contractors

and the business?

No, a massage certificate will not always ‘protect’ people working in the business. The police 
can use the certificate as evidence that the business is pretending to be a massage parlour yet is 
really a brothel, if evidence of prostitution—sexual services being advertised, offered, available or 
provided—is also found. Even though the massage certificate may allow you to advertise in the 
‘massage’ section of the paper, it will not protect you legally if you are providing a sexual service 
at the same time.

DO NOT FORgET: under the NSW definition of a brothel, massage premises where body 
slides, hand relief, oral sex or full sex services are available, will be treated as a brothel 
by the local council. If they do not have approval to operate as sex services premises, the 
premises may be investigated and closed.

8.13. Specific information for private and home-based sex workers

8.13.1. are private sex workers covered by the same laws as brothels? 

Yes, private sex workers are covered by the same laws as brothels—unless they only do out calls 
or escort work. 

The law in NSW defines a brothel as any place ‘used for the purposes of prostitution’ even if used 
‘by only one’ sex worker. So a private sex worker’s premises is defined as being a brothel. Whether 
you work in a property you own or rent, or have a separate place for work, your premises may be 
regulated by the local council’s planning policies. It may be ’illegal’ in that location, or you may 
have to seek council approval.

 See Chapters 4–7 for more information on the definition of a brothel and the role of local councils.
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8.13.2. Do you need to apply for approval from council or

from a body corporate?

You may have to lodge a DA to use your premises for sex work. A few councils allow private sex 
workers to operate without a DA, under their ‘Home Occupation’ regulations and their Local 
Environment Plans. But many local councils’ policies prohibit brothels—including private or home-
based sex workers—from operating in residential or commercial zones.

Many private sex workers do not apply for a DA—even where it is required—due to the difficulty 
in complying with council policies, and because they want to protect their privacy. But private 
workers who decide to operate without required council approval face potential legal action by 
council.  These workers may be issued with a notice to cease use of the premises for sex services. 

If you own or lease a strata title unit, you also need to get separate approval from the body 
corporate, regardless of council consent. 

8.13.3. Private sex work and children

The police, the Department of Community Services and other authorised people can take action to 
protect children who they think may be ‘at risk’ of harm.

A child (person under 18) at a private residence that is also being used for sexual services is technically 
‘in a brothel’—which is classed as a restricted premises. Government departments may regard the 
child as ‘at risk’ by being there, particularly if a client and child are present at the same time. 

 See 8.11 above for more information about the circumstances in which a child is considered
‘at risk of harm’.

8.13.4. Is it legal to work from a motel, hotel, bar or nightclub?

If you rent a hotel or motel room for sex work, you may be using premises that are not authorised 
by council to be used for sex work. Council may take action to stop you operating your business 
from the hotel or motel room. The council may also pressure the hotel to stop renting you the 
room if you use it for sex work.

The licensee of a hotel, bar or nightclub can decide that certain behaviours—such as ‘indecent 
acts’—are unacceptable by their personal standards. They can then ask a patron, including a sex 
worker or client who is soliciting for sexual services, to leave the licensed premises.
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8.13.5. case Study

A private worker working from rented premises in a strata title block was visited by council staff 
following a complaint from a neighbour that she was ‘running a brothel’. After checking the 
council worker’s photo-ID and getting a council business card she told the council staff that the 
allegation was untrue. As there were no more complaints council did not investigate any more. At 
the same time a complaint was made to the body corporate, which contacted the owner of the 
unit who terminated the lease with the worker. The worker, despite having rights to keep renting 
the property, decided to move to a more discreet location in a non-strata title block.

8.14. Specific information for escort workers

8.14.1. What is an escort service?

Escort services arrange for sex workers to provide services at the client’s location—such as a 
hotel, home or office. Escort work can be done by escort agencies, private escort workers, brothels 
providing ‘out calls’ or any sex worker. 

8.14.2. Do escort services need approval from the local council?

An escort service based in a premises (building) may have to lodge a DA for approval to operate as 
an ‘office’ or ‘agency’, and comply with other local council regulations.

An escort service that provides sexual services ‘on the premises’ (‘in-house’) is defined as a 
‘brothel’ and needs to get approval from council. 

An escort service that provides sexual services ‘off the premises’ may need approval as a 
commercial business. 

Some local councils include escort services in their brothel policy.

 See Chapters 4–7 for more information on the role of local councils and the approval process. 

8.14.3. can escort workers work from a hotel room?

Yes, escort workers can work from a hotel room, as long as they are doing outcalls. Escorts can 
also lawfully visit clients in their own hotel rooms. 

But if you rent a hotel room to see clients then the situation is more like that of a private sex 
worker. (  See 8.13 for information for private and home-based sex workers). While one-worker 
businesses are difficult for councils to locate, councils could visit for a compliance check or to 
pressure the hotel management to stop renting you a room.
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8.15. Specific information for sex workers practicing B&D

8.15.1. Is B&D covered by the same laws as brothels?

On premises where a sexual service is part of a B&D service, such as masturbation or penetration of 
a slave by a master/mistress, the premises may be considered a brothel under local council planning 
policies. The operator of the service may need to lodge a development application (DA) to operate a 
brothel, even if the council does not have a specific policy about B&D services.

 See Chapters 4–7 for more information on the role of local councils. 

8.15.2. What are the rights of a B&D worker?

The rights of B&D workers are contained in oral or written employment agreements, and maybe also in 
industrial awards and legislation, depending upon the employment relationship. The rights may also be 
covered by the actors (theatrical) award including minimum pay rates and cancellation fees.

 See Chapter 3 for more information on the employment rights of sex workers. 

Employers need to ensure that workers have the relevant information and training to do their job in 
a healthy and safe manner, and to ensure the safety of the worker while they provide the service. If 
employers do not provide this information and training, they may face legal action.

8.15.3. What are the rights of a trainee?

If trainees are employees, the employer—who cannot be the trainer— must: 

 − pay them at agreed or award rates

 − provide a safe and healthy workplace

 − take out workers compensation insurance and 

 − provide adequate information, training and supervision. 

If the trainee is a contractor they may have to take out their own workers compensation insurance. 

For more information:
 See SWOP’s WorkCover information on swop.org.au to find out more about workers

compensation insurance.

8.15.4. Does a B&D worker have to do anything they do not want to?

No, a B&D worker does not have to do anything they do not want to. A worker can negotiate with 
their employer and with their client about the type of service they will provide. Workers do not have to 
undertake any type of work—such as switching to submissive—without previously agreeing to do so. 

Clients need to act within the agreed service boundaries or face legal action. Even if a B&D worker 
only makes an oral agreement about what activities they will engage in with their client, that 
agreement is binding.
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8.15.5. Who is responsible for health and safety in a B&D workplace?

The owners and/or employers of B&D services must ensure the safety and health of staff, private 
operators, clients and visitors. They need to:

 − have a current workers compensation insurance policy

 − ensure the safe use, handling, storage and cleaning of equipment such as sex toys

 − provide adequate information, training and supervision for all staff, especially trainees, and

 − provide and maintain safe systems of work such as security systems.

Workers must also take care of the safety and health of other staff, clients and anyone in the 
workplace and comply with the health and safety policies and practices.

8.15.6. What happens if a worker or a client is injured during

a B&D session?

If a worker contracts an illness or disease, or is injured through their work, their employer may be 
liable for compensation. All employers must have workers compensation insurance in NSW. 

A contract worker must have their own workers compensation insurance and may be able to 
make a claim on their policy if they are injured or contract an illness or disease through their work.

A client who contracts an illness or disease, or who is injured using a B&D service may also be 
able to make a claim: 

 − through the courts or 

 − under the business’s public liability insurance policy—if one exists. 

NOTE: People have been convicted of assault occasioning bodily harm in the course of 
consensual B&D activities. Where actual bodily harm is intended consent is not a defence 
to a charge of assault. actual bodily harm could include semi-permanent bruising, 
swelling, abrasions and serious cuts.

8.15.7. Workers compensation insurance

All workplaces have to have adequate workers compensation insurance. This provides financial 
assistance to employees injured or ill through work, whether or not it is the worker’s fault. 

Workers compensation claims are made against the owner of the business. If an employer is not 
insured, a worker may claim under WorkCover’s Uninsured Workers Compensation Scheme. The 
owner may face a large fine for not having insurance. 

If you are a private worker or self-employed, you should have your own workers compensation insurance.
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8.15.8. Public liability insurance

B&D workplaces need public liability insurance to cover accident or injury that may happen on 
their premises. Public liability insurance covers an owner’s liability for compensation if someone—
who is not an employee or family member—suffers an injury, damage or death as a result of 
business operations. 

NOTE: Many public liability policies do not cover ‘adult services’, so it is important that 
owners of B&D businesses ensure that the specific services they provide to clients are 
covered by their public liability insurance policy.

8.15.9. Skin penetration and the law

A business offering skin penetration needs to be registered with the local council. Skin penetration 
procedures include: 

 − acupuncture 

 − tattooing (including cosmetic tattooing)

 − face and body piercing (including surgical implants)

 − hair removal (including waxing and electrolysis)

 − beauty treatments that penetrate or remove skin, and 

 − enemas and douching. 

In NSW, there are laws and regulations concerning all skin penetration operators and premises.53 
They cover matters like:

 − having single-use equipment

 − preparing for and doing a procedure

 − the work area, and 

 − disposal of equipment. 

Environmental health officers can check that the regulations are being complied with. 

For more information: 
 See Guidelines on Skin Penetration and Skin Penetration Code of Best Practice at

www.health.nsw.gov.au/health-public-affairs/publications/skinpen. 

 Or call NSW Health on (02) 9391 9000. 

 Or see Chapter 10 on the Public Health Act for information on the law in relation to HIV
and STIs in a sex work business.
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8.15.10. What B&D equipment is prohibited without a permit?

There are restrictions on possessing and using certain weapons without a permit.54 Prohibited 
weapons include some knives, gloves, whips, handcuffs, flails and riding crops. 

For more information: 
 Contact the firearms registry for information about permits:

www.police.nsw.gov.au/services/firearms

8.16. Specific information on stripping and strip clubs

8.16.1. are strip clubs and table top dancing clubs covered by

the same laws as brothels?

Strip clubs and table top dancing clubs can be defined by councils as ‘brothels’ if a sexual service 
is also provided in the club—such as masturbation, oral sex, body slides or full service. These clubs 
may have to lodge a DA as a brothel with council.

 See Chapters 4–7 for more information on the definition of a brothel and the role of local councils.

8.16.2. Is hot stripping escort work?

Clubs that provide a hot stripper ‘out call’ where a sexual service is also provided can be defined 
by council as providing an escort service. This is unlikely, but you may have to lodge a DA with 
council for this type of office.

 See 8.14 for information for escort workers.

8.16.3. can stripping and sex work be done on licensed premises

A business that sells or provides free alcohol has to have a liquor licence.55 Under liquor licensing 
laws it may be an offence for licensees to allow soliciting on their premises as this could be 
defined as ’indecent conduct’. The licensee of a hotel, bar or nightclub can identify behaviour that 
is unacceptable by their personal standards and can ask any patron—including a sex worker or 
client who is soliciting for sexual services—to leave the licensed premises. 

But it does not appear to be an offence for a sex worker to solicit or work in licensed premises.

8.16.4. What is the legal age for strippers and table top dancers?

NSW laws do not state a minimum age for strippers, but if you also provide a sexual service you need 
to be 18 or over.56 Also under liquor licensing laws, anyone under 18 in licensed premises needs to be in 
the company of a responsible adult. So in a practical sense strippers working in licensed premises need 
to be over 18.57 
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No one may employ a child under the age of 15 in a situation where the child or anyone else is 
naked.58 Under child protection and child employment laws the police and the Department of 
Community Services (DoCS) can ensure the safety of someone under 18, although they are more 
likely to act if the person is under 16. The police can also take action against the employer of an 
under 18-year-old.

8.17.Safe houses

8.17.1. are safe houses legal?

Safe houses are businesses that rent out rooms for a short time to sex workers—usually street 
workers—and their clients. As businesses they may need planning approval as a hotel and/or brothel. 

8.17.2. are safe houses covered by the same laws as brothels?

Sexual services are provided in safe houses, so the council may define them as a brothel. They are 
likely to need development approval as brothels do.

 See Chapters 4–7 for more information on the definition of a brothel and the role of local councils.

8.17.3. Does a safe house have to provide injecting equipment

and fit bins?

Under NSW occupational health and safety laws, the operators of safe houses are responsible for 
the health and safety of all people on the premises, including employees (front-of-house, managers 
and security) and sex workers, their clients and visitors. 

Where injecting equipment is used in safe houses and other sex industry premises, the operators 
need to provide safe storage and disposal systems. You can find out more about supply and 
disposal issues from:

 − the local needle and syringe program (NSP) 

 − WorkCover, or

 − the local council’s sharps management plan, if there is one.
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9 
Street-based 
sex work
9.1. What is soliciting and is it an offence?

Soliciting involves either a sex worker or a client actively approaching or inviting someone to sell 
or buy a sexual service. It can involve ‘accosting, importuning or flaunting’.59 A worker might not 
be soliciting just by standing on a street corner—even if in a well known ‘working’ area. But if you 
are obviously approaching possible clients, flaunting or advertising your availability, it might be 
considered soliciting.

9.2. Is it legal for you to solicit and work on the street in NSW?

Street-based sex work is legal in NSW, but there are restrictions on where you can work, how you 
can solicit and whether you can work with someone else.

Officially it is not an offence to:

 − approach a car when called over

 − discuss the services you offer and their price with a potential client.

BUT this is open to interpretation. The problem here is about evidence in court. An undercover 
police officer may say you approached the car on your own initiative, and offered them a service. 
Whether a worker is guilty or not depends on the court’s decision about who made the first 
approach. The court often believes the word of a police officer over that of a sex worker. If the case 
is taken to court it is up to the magistrate to decide whether you were soliciting or not.60

The new liquor licensing laws no longer make it an offence for a sex worker to solicit in licensed 
premises. BUT, under liquor licensing laws it may be an offence for licensees to allow soliciting on 
their premises as this could be defined as ’indecent conduct’.
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The licensee of a hotel, bar or nightclub can decide that certain behaviours—such as ‘indecent 
acts’—are unacceptable by their personal standards. They can then ask any patron, including a sex 
worker or client who is soliciting for sexual services, to leave the licensed premises.

It is also an offence to actively solicit in certain areas. 

9.3. Where is it NOT legal for you to SOlIcIT as a street worker?

Although street-based sex work is legal in NSW, you cannot solicit on a road or road-related 
area—such as a footpath—near or within view of a:

 − dwelling—homes or residences not attached to shops or commercial premises

 − school

 − church or 

 − hospital.61 

This applies whether you are on foot or inside a motor vehicle. 62

This means that you have to only be ‘in view’ of these places—no one needs to actually see you—
to be breaking the law. A flat above a shop is not counted as a ‘dwelling’, so you can solicit near a 
flat above a shop but not in sight of a ground floor dwelling.63

It is also an offence to solicit in a school, church or hospital.64

It is also an offence to solicit in a way that harasses or distresses someone. If you do, you can be 
charged with soliciting even if you are on private property—such as a balcony.

9.4. What is the penalty for unlawful soliciting?

The maximum penalties for unlawful soliciting are a fine of $660 (or $880 for soliciting in a way 
that harasses or distresses someone) or 3 months’ imprisonment. Unless the court decides to 
dismiss the matter without recording a conviction, you will also get a criminal record.65 

9.5. Where is it NOT legal for you to WORK as a street worker?

You cannot work or engage in sexual activity in public view or in public places.66 You can be 
charged with working even if it is in a car that cannot be seen into, or in isolated industrial areas, 
quiet back streets and parklands. Roads are considered ‘public places’. Clients can also be charged.

9.6. What is the penalty if you work in an unlawful place?

If you are found guilty of doing sex work in (or within view of) a public place the maximum 
penalties can be a fine of $1100 or 6 months’ imprisonment. Unless the court decides not to 
record a conviction, you will also receive a criminal record.67
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9.7. Who enforces laws on street-based sex work?

Street-based sex work laws are enforced by the NSW Police.  In different areas the police have 
different attitudes to street work, and some commanders may direct their staff to focus on street-
based sex workers or clients. 

Even if the police charge you with soliciting in an area they believe to be illegal, the court makes 
the final decision and the police have to prove their case. BUT if you do not show up in court, the 
police do not have to prove anything and the court can make a decision in your absence. 

NOTE: If you show up for court you are more likely to be found not guilty, or receive 
a more lenient penalty.

9.8. can the police charge you just for doing street-based sex work?

No, the police cannot charge you for doing street-based sex work unless you are breaking the law by: 

 − soliciting unlawfully

 − having sex in public view

SuggESTION: It is good to know your rights, which areas are prohibited and police 
attitudes to working in other (illegal) areas. Be as cool as possible when dealing with 
the police.

9.9. What else can you be charged with?

Police can charge workers with other offences such as:

 − offensive conduct 

 − offensive language in or near a school or public place and 

 − not following ‘reasonable directions’ from a police officer.68 

9.10. What are police ‘move on’ powers?

The police have the power to give you a ‘reasonable direction’ if you are in a public place.69 This 
usually means asking you to move on out of a particular area for a particular period of time. They 
can only do this if:

 − your presence or behaviour is obstructing people or traffic

 − you are harassing or intimidating people 

 − you are likely to cause fear to a ‘reasonable’ person, or 

 − you are there for the purpose of buying or selling drugs.70
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If you do not move on after ONE warning, the police can fine you up to $220.71 An on-the-spot 
fine is usually issued. But if the police suspect you have given false or misleading information 
about your identity—or if they really want you out of the area—they might arrest you instead.72 
If you are charged or fined, you have a right to challenge it in court. Court challenges are often 
successful, as police frequently give move-on directions without reasonable grounds.

9.11. What is ‘loitering’ and is it an offence?

‘Loitering’ is hanging around.  It is not an offence—but may be if you do it in areas where the local 
council has put up a valid ‘No Loitering’ sign.73 A council worker or police officer can give you an on-
the-spot fine for disobeying a ’No Loitering’ sign. They may also arrest you—although this is unlikely. 

NOTE: The legality of anti-loitering notices is uncertain and you should get legal advice if 
you are moved on or fined for ‘loitering’. 

9.12. can you employ a minder, friend or security guard?

If you have a friend or minder who ‘looks out’ for you—for example, by recording car numbers, or 
by holding safe sex equipment—they can be charged by police with ‘living off the earnings’ of a 
street-based sex worker.74 This is difficult for the police to prove, and prosecutions are rare. Instead 
the police may use move on powers to interrupt minders or friends. 

9.13. can you say that a police officer talked you

into the job (entrapment)?

No, you cannot say that a police officer talked you into the job. There is no defence of entrapment 
in Australian law. But if a police officer approaches you or calls you over to their car, you are 
probably not guilty of soliciting.75 Once again, this is often difficult to defend in court because if 
the police say that you approached them the court is likely to believe them rather than you. Even if 
you ask if they are the police, officers do not have to answer truthfully.

9.14. When can the police arrest you, and what else can they do to you?

The police can only arrest you if:

 − they see you committing an offence

 − they have a reasonable suspicion that you have committed an offence

 − they have a reasonable suspicion that you have breached your bail or

 − there is a warrant out for your arrest.76 

Arrest is a last resort and police should use alternatives—such as issue an on-the-spot fine or 
court attendance notice.

The police can photograph and fingerprint you after they have arrested you and taken you into 
custody.77 Police may also search you after arrest.
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Even if they have not arrested you, the police may stop and search you if they reasonably suspect 
you of carrying something:

 − illegal—such as drugs

 − dangerous—such as a weapon or 

 − that you intend to use (or have used) to commit an offence.78

9.15. What are your rights when you are arrested?

You do not have to answer any questions the police ask you. You have a right to silence at all 
times. Before they arrest you, the police may ask you questions without warning you of your right 
to silence. The police should warn you of your right to silence once they have decided to arrest you. 

You do not have to carry identification (ID), unless you are driving a vehicle, in which case you 
must produce your licence on demand to the police. It is not usually an offence to give a false 
name or address, except in limited situations—usually involving motor vehicle accidents.79

9.16. Is it safe for you to carry condoms or SWOP information?

Carrying safe sex equipment—such as condoms or SWOP information—is not conclusive evidence 
that you are doing sex work, but it could be used as part of evidence that you are working. 

Remember that sex work itself is not an offence! There must be actual evidence that you were 
seen soliciting or doing a job in a prohibited area.

9.17. case Study

Karen was walking past a row of terraces on the way home from a friend’s place. She was not 
planning to work but thought she would take a job if one came along. She heard a car, turned 
around and saw the driver smiling at her from about two metres away. The driver looked again 
and smiled so Karen opened the door and said:

“How are you going?” 
The driver replied: “OK”. 
Karen then said: “Are you looking for a girl?” 
The driver replied: “What are you offering?” 
Karen gave her prices. 
The driver said: “OK, let’s go.” 
Karen got in the car and then the driver produced his police badge.
He said: “You are arrested for soliciting within view of a dwelling.”

Karen went to court and pleaded not guilty. The magistrate looked at the law, which said soliciting 
meant more that just offering sexual services for money—it included an element of pestering, 
accosting or flaunting. Karen was found not guilty because she was simply offering a sexual 
service for money, without actively approaching anyone.
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10 
The Public 
Health Act 
and working 
with HIV
10.1. When can you work with HIv and other STIs?

If you are HIV positive, it is not illegal for you to do sex work in NSW, or to be a client of a sex 
worker, but the NSW Public Health Act 1991 sets out things you must and must not do.  

If you know you have a scheduled STI—vaginal, anal or oral—you may only have sexual 
intercourse if:

 − you tell your partner about the risk of contracting the condition 

 − you do so BEFORE having sex and 

 − your partner voluntarily agrees to accept the risk.80 

 − Sexual intercourse includes any form of vaginal and anal intercourse or oral sex.

This discussion and agreement before sex is called ‘disclosure’ and ‘informed consent’. You 
must have this discussion even if you are going to use condoms.

It is no defence that the client should have asked you about your HIV status or that you used 
condoms or other safe sex methods.
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But if you are offering a non-penetrative service—such as a hand job—you do not need to 
negotiate informed consent if you have an STI.

10.2. What is a scheduled STI and when does the law about

disclosure apply?

This law applies only to scheduled medical conditions including: 

 − HIV

 − syphilis

 − hepatitis

 − chlamydia, and 

 − gonorrhoea.

AND where sexual intercourse will take place.

Warts, herpes, or hepatitis C are not scheduled STIs.

The law about disclosure applies to everyone with a scheduled STI—both sex workers and clients.

NOTE: Due to safe sex practices, including condom use, there has never been a recorded 
case of transmission of HIv in the australian sex industry.

10.3. Must an owner or operator of a sex services premises ensure

there is informed consent?

It is an offence for an owner or operator of sex services premises to allow sex work to be provided 
if they are aware that the sex worker or the client KNOWS they have an STI, and will have sexual 
intercourse without telling the other person and getting informed consent.81

If you are a sex industry owner or operator, you must make sure that informed consent takes place. 
Owners may ask sex workers for a certificate to prove they have had a sexual health check.

10.4. What is a ‘certificate of attendance’ and what does it show?

If you are a sex worker, your employer or boss may ask you for a ‘certificate of attendance’.  This 
is a certificate from a sexual health service that shows you’ve attended the service on a particular 
date. It does not show your test results—these are private and confidential. It can be written in 
your working name to protect your privacy. If your boss requires a ‘certificate’, that is all that you 
should show or give to them.
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10.5. can you get a copy of your results and do you have to show

them to anyone?

Sexual Health Clinics have to tell you your results if you have an STI, but they will only give you 
written results if you specifically ask for them. 

Written results, whether positive or negative, are best not given or shown to other people. They 
may make an issue simply of the fact you’ve had a test, or attended a clinic. Some co-workers may 
refuse to work with you, or cause trouble, if they think you may have something transmissible.

caREFullY THINK THROugH what name you want your certificate of attendance or 
results to be written under, and how you will keep these papers safe at work or home.
Results from Sexual Health clinics use numbers not names, so they can be meaningless 
to anybody else. 

It is your decision whether you tell anyone else. Your results are private and confidential, so no 
one—not your boss, family or sexual partners—has the right to see or know the actual results.

REMEMBER: even a negative result is not a guarantee of ‘no infection’, due to the 
‘window period’—the time it takes for infections to appear in a test. a ‘clear’ or 
‘negative’ test really only shows your health status up to about three months earlier.

10.6. can you still work if you have a positive STI result?

Legally, you can still work with an STI, but if it is a scheduled STI (  See 10.2 above) the Public 
Health Act will apply.  BUT depending on the STI and your medical condition—and whether you 
have sexual intercourse either at work or privately—you may need to disclose and seek informed 
consent from any partners or clients. 

Ask the medical staff exactly how to prevent transmitting the STI you have, and whether there are 
sexual acts (services) which have no risks, or manageable risks, for transmission. With some STIs, 
treatment, safe sex practices and condom use will remove or reduce the risk of transmitting. With 
other STIs, you may need to stop having sex until the condition is cured or becomes inactive.

10.7. What do you tell a client if you are HIv positive?

You should only disclose your HIV status if sexual intercourse is part of your service, and then 
negotiate very clearly for the client’s informed consent. Remember that sexual intercourse includes 
any form of vaginal, anal or oral sex.

Before you tell a client, make sure they are prepared to keep what you’re going to say confidential. 
If you decide to tell a client you are HIV positive, then you need to be prepared for a reaction, 
including a walk-out. Also, be prepared to answer their questions about HIV, your health, sex and 
the risks. You should also insist on using condoms and lube. 
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10.8. What if you are HIv positive and a client refuses safe sex?

If a client says they do not care if you are HIV positive and refuses safe sex, you need to be very 
cautious. Be prepared to ask them to leave if you think the transmission risk for the service they 
want are too high. It may be best to only provide an alternative service—such as a hand job or 
fantasy—for less money rather than provide sexual intercourse without a condom. Sex workers 
are at the frontline of the HIV battle, so maintain your own standards and protect yourself legally 
too. You should set the rules.

10.9. What if you are HIv positive and your doctor finds out you are

not practising safe sex all the time?

Your doctor should not react to you being a sex worker who is HIV positive if you practice safe sex 
and get informed consent from each client or partner. 

10.9.1. Discussing the issues

But when a doctor finds out that anyone who is HIV positive is having sex without a condom, and 
without disclosure and informed consent, they will talk through the issues with the person. The 
doctor would tell the person of the laws and their responsibilities, and discuss the problems with 
informing sex partners and using condoms. 

10.9.2. a Public Health Order

If talking about the problems of practising safe sex does not help, then the doctor may get a Public 
Health Order issued to manage your behaviour as an HIV positive person.82 Only a small number 
of sex workers and clients have received a Public Health Order or ‘management’ intervention for 
potentially breaking the law. 

Public Health Act interventions may range from cooperative measures, such as counselling, 
through to restrictive orders, with detention as a last resort. 

10.10. The crimes act 

Under the NSW Crimes Act, a person who either intentionally infects someone or attempts to 
infect someone with HIV may be sent to prison for up to 25 years. 

If a person acts in a reckless manner that is indifferent to whether their sexual partner contracts 
HIV—say by not using condoms—and their partner does contract HIV, they may be sent to prison 
for up to 10 years. 

If you have reason to believe you may be HIV positive—you have had high risk sex for example—
but have not been tested, then the sentence for negligently transmitting HIV can be up to two 
years imprisonment.83
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Criminal cases involving HIV are extremely rare in Australia. Even though it is rare for people to do 
so, those who put other people at risk of infection are dealt with through the public health process 
discussed above in 9.2.

10.11. How can owners of sex services premises cover their potential risk?

Sex services premises should have a standard precautions policy in place to protect sex workers and 
clients from exposure to disease or illness transmission. Standard precautions are used in health 
and dental settings to protect practitioner and patient from the risk of transmission, and involve:

 − using gloves and other protective barriers

 − using new, clean and sterile equipment—not sharing or reusing things like tools or syringes, and

 − properly washing and sterilising any equipment being used.

Similarly, in a sex work setting, protective barriers—condoms, gloves and dams with lube—should 
always be used, as neither sex worker nor client can be sure the other does not have HIV or an STI. 
Sex toys and other equipment also need to be properly cleaned and cared for.

By using standard precautions the health and legal risks are reduced for everyone, as all parties 
agree to practice safe sex and give their informed consent to the risk of transmission.

Sex industry operators should inform the receptionists and sex workers to make standard 
precautions and informed consent part of the booking by ensuring:

 − every client is provided with information on HIV and STIs before the service takes place

 − safe sex is the only service offered and provided—condoms, gloves and dams with lube are 
used as needed. 

For business owners, operating sex services premises using standard precautions should fulfil 
informed consent obligations under the public health act. But it is unclear if standard precautions 
provide legal protection to clients or sex workers who do not disclose they have a scheduled STI 
before having sexual intercourse.

For more information:
 To find out about safe sex or caring for sex toys and other equipment, contact SWOP on

(02) 9319 4866 or visit our website: swop.org.au.
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11 
Sex industry 
support staff
11.1. Support staff in sex services premises

It is legal to work in a support role in a sex services premises, if the other business regulations and 
laws are met. You need to be over 18 and hold a valid work visa if you are not an Australian resident.

Support staff can include receptionists, managers, minders, security, cleaners and drivers. 

11.2. Working as a minder for a street-based sex worker

Minders for street-based sex workers can be charged with an offence if they are living off the 
earnings of a street-based sex worker.84 This law was designed to allow police to charge people 
who ‘stand over’ and take money from sex workers without consent, but it can be used to charge 
friends, lovers and minders of street-based sex workers. This law is rarely used. 

 See Chapter 9 for more information about street-based sex work.

11.3. Security staff have to be licensed

Security staff—guards, bodyguards and bouncers—need to be licensed and their employers need 
to be approved security industry organisations.85 

For more information:
 Check out the Security Industry Registry:

www.police.nsw.gov.au/services/security_industry_registry.
 Licence application forms are available from local police stations.
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11.4. Receptionists and visits from government departments

As a receptionist, if someone from a government department visits:

 − stay calm

 − remember that you have rights (detailed in the next chapter)

 − ask to see the person’s ID

 − ask for the person’s business card 

 − ask to see a warrant authorising the visit if necessary

 − check the ID and warrant details and 

 − refuse entry to someone if you do not believe they have authority to enter the premises or if 
they lack adequate ID. 

If a dispute arises:

 − ask to speak to the person’s supervisor by phone to confirm their authority or 

 − request that the person visit on another day and time, arranged by agreement.

If the business owner is not present, contact them and tell them that the government officer 
wants to enter the premises. If you or the owner allows the person to enter, sex workers and other 
staff do not have to provide information—they may have individual rights and responsibilities 
depending on which government department. 

 See Chapter 12 for more information about rights, responsibilities and government departments.

If the government officer wishes to speak to individual sex workers and they have the powers to 
do so, then those sex workers may choose where and with whom they speak. For example, a sex 
worker who agrees to speak with Taxation or Immigration officers must:

 − be able to speak to the officers in private

 − have two government officers present and 

 − be able to dress appropriately prior to the interview. 
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12 
Regulating the 
industry
12.1. Introduction

Sex work was decriminalised in 1995. This means that the sex industry can operate legally, and 
workers, clients and owners of sex services premises have rights and responsibilities just like any 
other business.

Government departments and local councils both regulate the sex industry and must help people 
in the industry comply with the rules and regulations. They can enforce laws even if the premises 
do not have local council planning permission to operate. 

Sex workers, business owners and support staff have rights and responsibilities when dealing with 
these regulatory authorities. If you work in the sex industry you need to understand your rights 
and obligations—do not assume that because this is an ‘unusual’ industry the businesses and 
people working in them do not have to comply with the rules.

12.2. Who is involved in regulating the sex industry in NSW

Because sex work is no longer a crime, the police do not regulate the industry as much. But as 
with any other business, sex services premises and workers must comply with laws concerning:

 − tax

 − industrial relations

 − occupational health and safety

 − workers compensation

 − criminal law

 − liquor licensing

 − anti-discrimination and 

 − public health.
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For owners and managers, if your business does not comply with these laws, you may face fines or 
legal action from government departments. 
Individual sex workers may face fines or legal action if they are found guilty of breaking criminal 
or other laws.

This is a list of some of the government departments and local authorities that regulate the sex 
industry, and some of the areas they are responsible for:

local councils

Responsible for:
 − developing, administering and compliance checking of planning policies for local sex services premises

 − accepting, advertising and deciding on development applications from sex services premises

 − administering food safety and environmental health policies.

Workcover NSW

Responsible for:
 − the health and safety of sex industry workers, support staff and clients

 − workers compensation (insurance) and injury management.

NSW Health

Responsible for:
 − safe health practices, pools and spas in the workplace

 − complaints regarding unsafe sex practices and public health

 − taking action, if needed, under the Public Health Act. (See Chapter 10 for more information).

Office of Industrial Relations and unions

Responsible for:
 − enforcing minimum conditions of employment as set out in awards and laws

 − unfair dismissal, unpaid wages and fines, unreturned workers bonds

 − video surveillance and ensuring privacy in the workplace.

australian Taxation Office

Responsible for:
 − collection and payment of GST, personal, payroll and company tax and associated 
documentation and compliance action.

NSW Police Force

Responsible for:
 − the areas street-based sex workers may solicit and work

 − prosecuting employers of underage sex workers

 − prosecuting crimes that may occur in a sex work setting (such as assault)

 − assisting other regulators in conducting compliance visits.
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australian Federal Police

Responsible for:
 − enforcing anti-trafficking laws

 − helping the Department of Immigration and Citizenship, the Australian Taxation Office and 
Centrelink with investigations.

Department of Immigration and citizenship

Responsible for:
 − visas and giving permission to non-Australians to work.

anti-Discrimination Board

Responsible for preventing:
 − discrimination against workers because of their sex (including pregnancy), race, marital status, 
HIV status, age, sexuality, transgender status and intellectual and physical disability

 − sexual, racial or homosexual vilification (mocking or name calling).

centrelink

Responsible for:
 − delivering services and payments under the social welfare system— including pensions, 
unemployment, sickness benefits and support relating to dependents

 − investigating fraud or breach of conditions associated with social welfare payments and 
entitlements. 

These departments have specific, limited powers to investigate. Each department may respond 
differently to information received about a business, workplace, operator or worker. On some 
issues, the local council, the NSW Health, and WorkCover staff may share responsibility for 
investigation. On other issues, the Federal Police, Immigration and Centrelink may be involved. In 
some cases, NSW Police will be brought along to help other authorities during a compliance visit.

12.3. What your rights are with government departments or authorities

Everyone involved in the sex industry has legal rights when dealing with government departments 
and authorities—although these rights vary with each department. You have the right to:

 − ask department officers to show their identification and any warrant to make sure the person is 
a genuine officer and has the necessary authority, and 

 − refuse government staff entry to your workplace if they do not have authority. 

If you are not sure of your rights when a department representative visits you, ask them to explain 
the purpose of their visit and how you may be expected to help. You can ask to speak to the 
person’s supervisor by phone to confirm their authority. You might also be able to request that the 
person visit on another day and time, arranged by agreement.
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If the business owner is not present, contact and tell them that a department officer wants to 
enter the premises. Even if the owner allows a government department to enter, sex workers and 
other staff do not necessarily have to provide information—they may have individual rights and 
responsibilities in relation to that particular department. 

If the government officer wishes to speak to individual sex workers and they have the powers to 
do so, then those sex workers may choose where and with whom they speak. For example, a sex 
worker who agrees to speak with Taxation or Immigration officers must:

 − be able to speak to the officers in private

 − have two government officers present and 

 − be able to dress appropriately prior to the interview. 

12.4. False complaints and the importance of checking identification

Some complaints about the sex industry may come from competitors or from disgruntled clients 
or workers. So it is especially important that staff of all government departments and authorities 
produce proper identification and authority for their visit, and that you ask to see those documents.

People who pretend to be department or authority staff are committing a crime, and you should 
report it.

12.5. corruption is illegal

Corrupt activity, intimidation or extortion by government representatives is illegal and is 
inappropriate within a legalised and professional sex industry. It is a crime for staff to behave 
corruptly and to attempt to make personal gain from their role, whether during or after their 
working hours. You need to report any inappropriate behaviour by a government representative to 
the relevant department. 

It is also illegal for sex industry workers to behave corruptly.   

12.6. Workcover and occupational (workplace) health and safety

WorkCover NSW is responsible for making sure that all people working in the sex industry 
are safe at work, and that they follow health and safety laws. WorkCover can send inspectors 
to a workplace to check compliance. WorkCover is also responsible for regulating workers 
compensation insurance. 

12.6.1. Employer and manager responsibilities under Workcover laws

All employers and managers must look after the health, safety and welfare of their employees, 
contractors, clients and visitors to the workplace. If they do not, they can face legal action under 
laws regulated by WorkCover.86 
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Employers must protect the health of sex workers by:

 − providing safe sex equipment free to an employee, including storage and disposal facilities for 
safe sex equipment

 − providing training to workers and information to clients that promote safe sex practices

 − maintaining hygiene by changing and laundering bed linen and providing towels for staff 
and each client

 − ensuring the cleaning and disinfecting of equipment such as sex aids (dildos, whips etc)

 − providing for safe disposal of contaminated human waste materials (used condoms, needles, swabs).

Employers must protect the safety of workers by providing:

 − security systems, such as screening clients when they arrive and ‘panic’ buttons in rooms

 − a workplace with safe entrances and exits for workers

 − workers compensation insurance for a work-based injury or illness

 − a system for reporting serious accidents or injury at work

 − training for staff in health and safety procedures

 − injury management programs for injured workers.87

12.6.2. Employee and contractor responsibilities under Workcover laws

Sex industry workers must:

 − take reasonable care for the health and safety of everyone at the workplace 

 − cooperate with workplace policies and procedures developed to promote health and safety.88

12.6.3. Workers compensation for workers and contractors

Anybody who operates a business and employs workers and/or engages contractors must have a 
current workers compensation insurance policy from a licensed WorkCover insurer.89 All employers 
have to pay compensation to workers who are injured in the course of their work. Employers 
who do not have insurance may incur penalties, including a fine of up to $55,000, six months 
imprisonment and compensation to the injured worker.90 

Workers compensation insurance provides protection to workers and employers in the event of 
a workplace-related injury or illness. Injured employees or contractors can receive payments to 
cover loss of earning capacity, payment of medical expenses and, where necessary, to help them 
return to work. An injured worker can make a claim even if their employer does not have workers 
compensation insurance. But the employer then faces fines from WorkCover and the costs of 
compensation.
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12.6.4. compensation for others—public liability insurance for clients

and visitors

Public liability insurance covers a business owner’s legal liability for compensation if someone who 
is not an employee or contractor—such as a client or visitor—suffers injury, damage to property, 
or death as a result of the business. 

12.6.5. What happens when a worker or a client is injured in

the workplace

If someone contracts an illness or disease, or is injured because of their employment:

 − the worker tells their employer as soon as possible—preferably by completing a ‘Notice of 
Injury’ form that an employer must provide91 

 − the worker consults a doctor if they need medical attention, even if they do not need time off 
work

 − the employer sends the claim form to their workers compensation insurer within seven days 

 − the insurer processes the claim within 21 days.92

Employers should also have an injury management program to help injured workers continue work 
or return to work after injury. Employers must display a summary of the Workers Compensation Act 
1987 in the workplace.93

12.6.6. Workcover investigations—what happens when Workcover 

representatives come to your workplace

WorkCover inspectors have the right to enter any workplace in NSW. If they come to your workplace:

 − stay calm 

 − exercise your rights—remember sex work is legal

 − ask for photo identification and a badge 94 

 − ask them why they are there and what they are investigating—they must tell you unless doing 
so will compromise their investigation. 

You may incur a fine if you do not help WorkCover inspectors with their investigation.

12.6.7. Failure to comply—what happens when a business does not

comply with Workcover regulations

If a business does not comply with WorkCover regulations, it may incur large fines and possible 
legal action. WorkCover staff can issue:
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 − improvement notices, which require action to rectify a particular problem within a particular 
period of time 95

 − prohibition notices, which require a particular activity to stop until an immediate risk to health 
or safety is removed 96

 − penalty notices, which are on-the-spot fines, and failure to comply with penalty notices can lead 
to more fines and legal action by WorkCover. 

These breaches mzay also lead to separate action by the local council. 97

12.6.8. SWOP help

SWOP can help sex services premises owners to:

 − identify potential hazards within the workplace

 − develop safer work practices and procedures

 − provide information about insurance advisors and other professionals for more advice 

 − provide training and resource material. 

For more information: 
 See the booklet and DVD Getting on Top of Health and Safety in the NSW Sex Industry, which

is available from the SWOP office or online at swop.org.au

 WorkCover also has a resource called Health and Safety Guidelines for Brothels, which you can 
access from SWOP’s website or www.nswp.org/pdf/auOHS-BROTHElS.PDF 

12.7. NSW Health

NSW Health staff promote safe health practices for all sex workers, staff and clients in sex services 
premises in NSW, including businesses with and without council approval. Their primary role is 
promoting healthy and safe work practices and standards for the sex industry.  A secondary role is 
the monitoring and investigation of public health complaints involving sex services premises and 
sex workers.

12.7.1. Different types of NSW Health services

NSW Health offers several services.

community Health centres: provide a wide range of health education and counselling services 
to the general community.

Sexual Health centres: provide a wide range of sexual health services to the general community, 
and many run free, confidential clinics for sex workers. Sexual health workers may join SWOP 
outreach workers on visits to the sex industry.

Public Health units: promote public health and deal with public health complaints involving sex 
workers and sex industry businesses.
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12.7.2. Responsibilities of employers and self-employed people

Employers must ensure the health, safety and welfare at work of all employees and any other 
person at the workplace, including clients and visitors. To do this they must:

 − enable workers to contribute to making decisions that affect their health, safety and welfare needs

 − provide and maintain equipment and systems of work that are safe and without risk to health

 − make arrangements for the safe use and handling of equipment and substances

 − provide the information and supervision needed to ensure the health and safety of all employees

 − maintain places of work in a safe condition with safe entrances and exits

 − make available adequate information on the potential risks of substances—such as cleansers or 
lubricants—used in the workplace.

12.7.3. Responsibilities of workers

Workers must cooperate with employers in meeting their occupational health and safety 
obligations. So if an employer provides work equipment or systems of work designed to protect 
employees and others in the workplace, then employees must use them. For example, employees 
should follow procedures on how to clean sex aids or dispose of tissues and condoms. Employees 
must also take reasonable care of their own health and safety and that of others at work.

For more information:
 See NSW WorkCover’s ‘Health and Safety Guidelines for Brothels’ (2001), which can be 

accessed from SWOP’s website or www.nswp.org/pdf/auOHS-BROTHElS.PDF

12.7.4. What happens when NSW Health receives a complaint about

a sex worker or a brothel

Anyone—including sex workers, owners, clients and the general public—can make a complaint to 
NSW Health about the work practices of sex industry businesses and/or sex workers. 

NSW Health staff try to solve any problems by talking to the owner or workers first and identifying 
solutions (including training and safe practices) that do not involve penalties. NSW Health staff 
assess complaints and may decide to investigate health matters further, or refer the matter to 
another authority such as the local council or WorkCover.

If they receive a complaint, NSW Health staff focus on the practices of the worker or the owner. 
These are the sorts of questions the department might ask:

 − Has there been promotion and education of workers and clients about safe sex practices and 
sexual health?

 − Is there a supply of free safe sex equipment and the correct cleaning and disinfecting of work tools?

 − Is there provision and safe storage of clean linen and towels?

 − Is there safe disposal of waste materials such as used condoms and needles?
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 − Is there a worker who has sexually transmissible infections and who has sex with clients 
without their informed consent? (An owner of a sex industry business can also legally be held 
accountable if this is the case.98)

The good news is that NSW Health staff try to solve any problems by talking to the owner and 
workers first and by identifying solutions—including training and safe practices. They do not just 
impose penalties.

12.7.5. NSW Health investigations—what happens when NSW Health

staff come to a sex services premises

NSW Health Inspectors may come to your workplace without notice (warning) but they have no 
authority to arrest you. 99 If they come to your workplace:

 − stay calm 

 − exercise your rights—remember sex work is legal

 − ask for photo identification 

 − ask them why they are there and what they are investigating—they must tell you unless doing 
so will compromise their investigation.100

12.7.6. What happens when someone does not comply with NSW Health

regulations and orders

As a sex worker, if you do not comply with health regulations, you can incur large fines, possible 
legal action as well as separate action by WorkCover and the local council.

It is an offence for anyone with a sexually transmissible infection—whether a sex worker or a 
client—to have sexual intercourse with another person without first informing them about the risk 
of infection and without the other person accepting the risk. 

NSW Health staff have the power to issue a Public Health Order against anyone who has a 
sexually transmissible infection (including HIV and STIs) and is behaving in a way that may 
endanger others’ health.101 

The Public Health Order can:

 − order you to refrain from specific conduct (for example, stop working) 

 − order you to undergo treatment (such as counselling to change your behaviour and HIV tests 
without your consent) or 

 − in rare cases where there is evidence that the risky behaviour has not stopped, detain you or 
greatly restrict your movements. 

A sex business owner can also be fined if they know a sex worker has a sexually transmissible 
condition and allows the worker to work without letting clients know of the condition, and 
without obtaining the client’s consent to the risk of transmission before sex takes place.102
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12.7.7. SWOP help

SWOP can:

 − help workers and owners to develop and implement safe work practices

 − discuss strategies for negotiating with NSW Health

 − provide training and resources for workers and management in safe practices.

For more information:
 See NSW WorkCover’s Health and Safety Guidelines for Brothels (2001), which you can access 

from SWOP’s website or www.nswp.org/pdf/auOHS-BROTHElS.pdf

12.8. NSW Police Force

Since 1996 the police’s role in regulating the sex industry in NSW has fallen. Because sex work is no 
longer a criminal offence, the police cannot arrest someone for being a sex worker. The police force 
also no longer has the power to shut down a business simply because it is providing a sexual service.

The NSW Police Force may enforce laws about:

 − where street sex workers solicit and work 

 − the licensing of security guards and their employers

 − crimes including harassment and sexual assault

 − the age of sex workers (they must be at least 18 years old)

 − people ‘living off the earnings’ of street workers (rarely enforced)

 − the advertising and use of massage premises as sex services businesses (rarely enforced)

 − soliciting, sex work and ‘indecent’ stripping on licensed premises (rarely enforced).

12.8.1. Police Sex Worker liaison Officers (PSWlOs)

Police sex worker liaison officers have been established in some police stations to help sex workers 
in their dealings with the police. Sometimes they have a conflict between the roles of protection 
and law enforcement, but ideally they are cooperative and aware of sex worker issues. They can 
help you with:

 − outstanding warrants

 − harassment by partners, clients, employers or other workers

 − sexual assault

 − contacting other police and 

 − any other business you may have with the police.
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12.8.2. Strategies for dealing with NSW Police

If the police approach you about a matter: 

 − stay calm 

 − exercise your rights—remember sex work is legal

 − ask for photo identification and a badge 

 − remember they can only enter premises without consent if they have a warrant or if they believe 
that a crime is being committed 103

 − you do not have to give them your name or ID unless they believe that a crime has been 
committed at that place.

NOTE: undercover police officers do not have to identify themselves if asked directly by 
a sex worker. 

The police are not the regulators of the sex industry, so they have no part to play in whether 
premises have development consent from council. That is the council’s job.

12.8.3. Police acting improperly—illegal or corrupt behaviour

It is illegal for police to act in a corrupt or threatening manner. You can report any police officer 
acting in an improper manner to the local Superintendent, the Ombudsman’s Office or the Police 
Customer Assistance Unit. 

SWOP can provide advice in these matters.

12.9. getting legal help

Legal Aid lawyers may offer free advice or represent you in court if you are eligible for legal aid. 

SWOP can refer you to community legal centres and lawyers who are familiar with the industry.

12.9.1. SWOP help

SWOP can:

 − provide legal information and referral to lawyers for you or your employer

 − put you in touch with the local police sex worker liaison officer

 − help you in making complaints about police practices.

12.10. Taxation 

Anyone working in the sex industry in NSW may be contacted by the Australian Tax Office (ATO)—
by telephone or in person. The ATO most likely will contact you at your workplace, and may use 
your advertising to find you. They may write to you at the address you give them and this may 
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cause problems at home if people read, or illegally open, your mail. So plan ahead to protect your 
privacy, and sort out your tax contact details before you get that call or visit. 

12.10.1. Tax Office enquiries—what happens when australian Tax Office

staff want information from you

If someone from the ATO visits you:

 − ask to see their photo ID before you start to talk

 − tell them you are concerned about your privacy and confidentiality 

 − ask what they will do to protect your information—you do not want other people, either at 
work or at home, to have access to your information

 − ask them not to call through your details for checking while they are within hearing of other 
people at work, as this may breach your privacy

 − if the timing does not suit you, ask to have the ATO officer’s card and call them to give your 
details at another time, or email or write to them with your details

 − write down your name, date of birth and address details and hand it to them

 − ask to use a work room in order to have privacy  

 − ask to have two ATO officers present to avoid potential improper or corrupt behaviour

 − give only the required information

 − if your tax is dealt with by an accountant or tax agent, refer the ATO to them

 − if you have an Australian Business Number (ABN) simply give that to them

 − give an appropriate address as they need to be able to contact you or write back—address 
options that are acceptable to the ATO include:

 − your tax agent or accountant’s address

 − a PO Box address

 − your residential address

 − another nominated address.

You must respond if the ATO write to you at the address you have given, otherwise this may result 
in stronger compliance action from the ATO.

If someone from the ATO contacts you by phone:

 − it is OK to use only your work name

 − it is OK not to give any details over the phone, as you cannot verify the caller is genuinely 
from the ATO

 − ask the caller for their name and number and call them back.
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NOTE:  You can first verify whether someone is a genuine aTO officer by calling in with 
their name to the aTO’s general line on 13 28 69.

12.10.2. What information the aTO is entitled to

The ATO can ask for your name, address and date of birth in order to check your tax records. Under 
the law, you need to provide them with this information. 

An acceptable alternative is to provide them with contact details of your accountant or tax agent, 
or to give your ABN if you have one. 

The ATO also has the authority to enter premises to gain access to records such as shift records, job 
sheets and banking records.

12.10.3. Your records of earnings and expenses

You must keep your own records of your income and work-related costs so you can make a 
Statutory Declaration to the ATO of your income, or submit your Income Tax Return. 

If you cannot provide records of your earnings you risk having the ATO estimate your income, after 
which you will be asked to pay any due tax. 

All records need to be kept for five years. You do not need to send them to the ATO, but you must 
keep them as proof in case you are audited (they ask to check your records). Evidence of your costs 
might include:

 − a cash payments and a cash receipts book (the ATO prefer this)

 − days and hours worked (for example in a diary or calendar), including noting holidays or sick 
days when you were off work

 − pay slips and/or tax invoices (receipts) from the places you worked for, which should show the 
business name, address and ABN of the workplace

 − your banking records

 − if you intend to claim work-related expenses as tax deductions, keep receipts (now called 
‘invoices’ or ‘tax invoices’) for those items or services, including any shift fees or costs for 
working at a brothel or parlour.

12.10.4. Tax differences between being an employee, sub-contractor

or sole trader

Different tax rules apply to employees, sub-contractors and sole traders. Although your employer 
might call you a sole trader or sub-contractor, you need to look at how your work is done to 
manage your tax responsibilities. 

If you are an employee for tax purposes, your employer must pay your Pay As You Go (or PAYG) 
income tax and other payments such as superannuation. 
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But if you are a sole trader for tax purposes, you must pay your own tax on your income, and 
possibly GST if you earn more than $75,000 each year. 

Whether you are classed as an ‘employee’ or ‘sole trader’, the brothel or parlour must give you 
appropriate records for your personal tax purposes.

When making a tax return you can call yourself an entertainer or performing artist. These 
categories allow for some of the same tax deductible expenses, such as costumes, make-up and 
similar things.

12.10.5. getting professional help with your tax return

There are several ways in which you can get help to find out about your tax liabilities:

 − Look at the ATO website ato.gov.au or call the ATO on 13 28 69 and ask for the Adult Industry 
Project—you can use your working name or remain anonymous. 

 − An accountant or a registered tax agent can help you get tax matters organised. 

 − The Professional carries paid advertisements for tax a gents who work with the sex industry. 

 − The National Institute of Accountants in Australia website is another place to look for these 
services. Visit nia.com.au.

12.11. australian Federal Police (aFP)

The Australian Federal Police (AFP) are responsible for investigating the trafficking of people into 
all industries and domestic situations. Trafficking occurs when people are forced or deceptively 
recruited, and then travel to Australia into a situation where they cannot leave or stop working, 
or where their movements are controlled. The AFP may also help other Australian Government 
departments in their work, such as Immigration, Taxation or Centrelink.

The AFP must show identification when visiting a workplace. They need a warrant if they are going 
to do a search. The AFP have the right to collect names and addresses of anyone present during their 
investigations.  If you wish to speak to the AFP you should be able to do so confidentially and safely. 

12.11.1. SWOP help

SWOP can provide:

 − information about the trafficking laws

 − information on support services and visas available for victims of trafficking

 − referrals to services for people who may have been trafficked.

12.12. Department of Immigration and citizenship (DIac)

The Department of Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC) grants visas and permission to work to 
non-Australian citizens. 
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12.12.1. Permission to work in australia

You may be breaking immigration law if you:

 − do not have permission to be in Australia because you have no visa or your visa has expired

 − do not have permission to work because you are on a tourist visa 

 − are working outside the work restrictions in your visa—such as maximum work hours on a 
student visa. 

BE aWaRE: People working illegally or in breach of their visa conditions can be sent to a 
detention centre and deported from australia. 

12.12.2. Penalties for employing people who do not have permission

to work in australia

It is a criminal offence for owners, managers and companies to knowingly employ people who 
do not have permission to work. Individuals who are convicted of these offences face fines of up 
to $13,200 and two years’ imprisonment while companies face fines of up to $66,000 for each 
worker. 

DIAC provides services for employers to check the work entitlements of new employees, such as 
the Visa Entitlement Verification Online (VEVO) service. VEVO is a free, internet-based system that 
allows employers to check the work entitlements of a visa holder online. 

12.12.3. When DIac staff visit sex services premises

DIAC may visit any workplace, including sex industry workplaces, to check that everyone has 
permission to work in Australia. They can ask for identification such as passport, drivers licence, 
student or Medicare card from everyone on the premises.

DIAC staff must:

 − provide identification 

 − show a current warrant for the address or for a particular person

 − tell the person in charge (owner or approved manager) the purpose of the visit

 − allow sex workers who they want to interview to dress appropriately before the interview starts

 − be offered a private, confidential space for the interview

 − conduct the interview with two officers who are the same sex as the interviewee. 

DIAC cannot ask workers to remove clothing, or do a body search. 

If you are detained and not allowed to leave, you can request, and have the right to:

 − have an interpreter

 − not answer questions until an interpreter is provided
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 − obtain legal advice from a lawyer or an embassy official.

DIAC can work with other agencies such as the NSW Police or Australian Federal Police in visits to 
sex industry premises, particularly if they have safety concerns.

12.12.4. SWOP help

SWOP can provide:

 − information and referrals in English and other languages about visas and migration for sex work

 − referrals to migration agents and legal services. 

12.13. centrelink—what it does

Centrelink is responsible for services and payments under the Australian social welfare system, including:

 − pensions

 − unemployment benefits 

 − sickness benefits and 

 − support relating to dependents. 

 − Centrelink may investigate fraud or breach of conditions associated with these payments and 
entitlements, and may visit sex industry workplaces for this reason.

Centrelink may work in cooperation with other agencies, such as the NSW Police or Australian Tax 
Office, and may obtain information gathered by these officers during a visit, such as name, date of 
birth or address.

12.13.1. What you need to tell centrelink if you are receiving any

welfare payments

You do not have to tell Centrelink about the type of work you do, but you need to tell them about 
your earnings or income. You can do this in various ways such as:

 − earnings from working at (address of your workplace) or

 − earnings from working at (business name of your workplace) or

 − earnings from working as a self-employed person and provide an ABN if you have one, or

 − sole trader working for myself.

You do not have to give the type of business.

If you want to state your occupation you can call yourself entertainer or performing artist. 
These are also accepted by the Australian Tax Office as categories that allow for some of the same 
tax deductible expenses, such as costumes, make-up and similar things. 
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SWOP—
Sex Workers 
Outreach 
Project 
about SWOP

SWOP provides information and support to sex workers. We are the leading agency in NSW for HIV, 
STI and hepatitis C prevention among sex workers. We are also active in lobbying for relevant law 
and health services reform.

SWOP provides a private and confidential service open to all people who engage in sex work, 
everyone providing sex for cash, favours, drugs, clothing, a place to stay, alcohol or anything else 
either often or on occasion.

We promote the health and safety of sex workers in a way that affirms their occupational and 
human rights. We also work with sex industry owners and operators to achieve acceptance and 
maintenance of safe sexual and workplace practices.

We have multicultural and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander projects, and support sex workers 
from a range of backgrounds.

SWOP also provides training to service providers, including sexual health services, WorkCover, 
needle syringe programs and NSW police in order to improve sex workers access to these services 
and create better understanding of sex worker issues.
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Services

SWOP offers free, confidential services for people who engage in sex work:

 − safe sex ”workers packs” with condoms, gloves, dams and lube

 − HIV and sexual health information

 − health and workplace safety information 

 − confidential counselling and support

 − referrals to legal, financial and other services

 − safer injecting equipment

 − employment information

 − internet and computer access

 − sex worker magazines and printed resources.

Outreach is conducted both day and night to sex industry workplaces, including massage and full-
service brothels, B&D houses, strip clubs, private workers, safe houses and street sex work locations.

visit us

You can call SWOP or drop in to the office for a confidential chat with a health worker who is sex 
worker friendly and knows the industry and issues.

Phone: (02) 9319 4866
Fax: (02) 9310 4262
Free call: 1800 622 902

Web: swop.org.au
Email: infoswop@acon.org.au

address: 69 Abercrombie St, Chippendale, NSW 2008
Postal: PO Box 1354, Strawberry Hills, NSW 2012

Opening Hours: Mon / Tues / Thurs / Fri 10am to 6pm
Wed 2pm to 6pm
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